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Thank you to all the hardworking organisations
and artists who have been successful in delivering

@CEDCultureIE

such inspirational projects to Irish and European
audiences during 2020. We wish you all the best and

@CreativeEuropeDeskIrelandCulture

are excited to see your new work in the coming years.
We hope to welcome you and new applicants to the

@ced_ireland_culture

next Creative Europe programme 2021 – 2027.
This publication has been funded with the support
of the European Commission. The publication only
reflects the views of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may
be made of the information contained within.
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Introduction

Creative Europe (2014 — 2020)

The Creative Europe Programme has become
synonymous with the idea of transmobility
of artists and artworks, of collaboration,
engagement and the development of the
arts and culture sectors across Europe. The
programme recognises the deep impact
culture can have on the citizens of Europe
on an economic, social and human level.
The funding is made available to foster and
expand relationships across borders in
Europe helping to strengthen a harmonious
and diverse European community.

This publication is a visual and contextual
resource which highlights Ireland’s success
within Creative Europe Culture strand for
2020. The case studies detail the benefits
that Creative Europe funding has brought
to Irish partners who have participated in
the programme. The profiles feature both
individual artists and cultural organisations
across Cooperation projects and Artist Mobility
(i-Portunus) strands of funding. We also focus
on Irish participation in European Networks,
European Platforms, and European Prizes.

Creative Europe’s Culture strand supports
projects that seek to develop the
professionalism of artists; encourage
exchanges of skills amongst the partners;
reach new audiences across Europe;
and foster collaboration with diverse
communities in a broad range of contexts.

All of the successful Irish projects and
individual artists featured in this publication
cover different art forms, regions and
innovative collaborative contexts. As an
organisation or an individual artist or cultural
practitioner, if you are eager to seek out
international collaboration, networking and
audience building, then an important next
step is to consider applying for Creative
Europe funding. We believe this booklet shows
the immense benefits that Creative Europe
funding can provide for the arts and culture
sectors in Ireland. One of the best ways to
know what this funding is for and how it could
be useful for you, is to read the features of
the projects in detail and browse through the
profiles and testimonials of those who have
successfully participated in the programme.

We at Creative Europe Ireland Culture Office
promote the Programme at local, regional
and national level by hosting information
and showcasing events throughout the year.
We offer support to Irish arts and culture
organisations to establish trans-national
European connections and partnerships
and assist them in developing collaborative
European projects. Our core aim is to
facilitate the participation in the Culture
strand for the widest number of cultural
professionals and operators as possible.

Enjoy reading and we look forward
to hearing from you!

Over 2,500 artists and cultural
professionals, 2,000 cinemas, 800 films,
4,500 book translations were supported
by Creative Europe 2014 – 2020.
Creative Europe is the EU’s programme to
support the cultural, creative and audiovisual
sectors across Europe. The programme was
launched in 2014 and ran to the end of 2020
with a budget of €1.46 billion in support to
European projects with a focus on developing
audiences, skills sharing, education and
training and professional development.

The Culture strand helps cultural and creative
organisations to operate transnationally and
promotes the cross-border circulation of
works of culture and the mobility of cultural
players. It provides financial support to
projects with a European dimension aiming
to share cultural content across borders.
Funding opportunities cover a diverse range
of schemes: Cooperation projects, Literary
Translation, Networks and Platforms. The
supported activities aim to enable cultural
and creative players to work internationally.

The programme aims to:

The priorities in the Culture strand are to:

– Help the cultural and creative
sectors seize the opportunities of
the digital age and globalisation.

– Strengthen the sector’s capacity
by supporting actions that provide
operators with skills and know-how
particularly in the digital technologies
area, testing new approaches to audience
building and new business models.

– Enable the sectors to reach their economic
potential, contributing to sustainable
growth, jobs, and social cohesion.
– Give Europe’s culture and media
sectors access to new international
opportunities, markets, and audiences.

– Support actions that enable operators
to internationalise their careers.
– Strengthen European cultural networks.
– Promote the transnational circulation
of work such as international touring,
events, exhibitions, and literature.
– Support audience development in order to
stimulate interest in European cultural works.

Katie Lowry & Aoife Tunney
Creative Europe Desk Ireland – Culture Office
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Funding Strands
6

EUROPEAN COOPERATION PROJECTS
LITERARY TRANSLATION PROJECTS
EUROPEAN PLATFORMS
EUROPEAN NETWORKS
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Support for European Cooperation Projects
The support for European Cooperation Projects
Strand is the largest under the Culture strand
and is at the very heart of European funding for
culture. This Strand offers funding to cultural
organisations to collaborate across borders
with the aim of developing the sector and
reaching new audiences across Europe.

C. Foster capacity building which
assists cultural operators to develop
their skills and internationalise their
careers particularly in the areas of:

Both small and large scale cooperation
projects must incorporate the overall aims of
the Creative Europe programme by addressing
at least one of the five priorities of the funding.

D. Enhance intercultural dialogue,
promote shared EU values and mutual
understanding and respect for other
cultures, thereby contributing to the social
integration of migrants and refugees.

A. Promote the transnational mobility of artists
and culture professionals; transnational
circulation of cultural and creative
works; promotion of cultural exchanges,
intercultural dialogue and understanding
for cultural diversity and social inclusion.
B. Strengthen audience development which
aims to directly engage people and
communities in experiencing, enjoying
and valuing arts and culture resulting
in accessible and inclusive culture.

– Digitisation
– New business models
– Education and training

E. As a legacy to the European Year of Cultural
Heritage, raise awareness of common
history and values, and reinforce a sense
of belonging to a common European space.

Support for Literary Translation Projects
In 2020, Creative Europe reinforced the EU’s
commitment to preserving and fostering
linguistic diversity across Europe. The EU’s
support for literary translation is aimed at
enhancing Europeans’ knowledge of the
literature and literary heritage of fellow
Europeans and increasing the consumption
of non-National literary works all across Europe.
Under the Support for Literary Translation
Strand individual publishers and publishing
houses may apply for the translation of
collections of fiction from one European
language into another. Works of fiction include
novels, short stories, plays, poetry, comics and
children’s fiction (in paper or digital formats).

Support for European Networks
This funding strand offered support for
European creative and cultural networks.
These networks aim to support the capacity
of members to operate internationally, to
build their capacity to work across Europe
and adapt to change. European Networks
foster and promote linguistic and cultural
diversity, strengthen competitiveness, and
promote skill-sharing and good practice.
Membership of a European network is
open to both individuals and organisations
and is often a stepping stone for involvement
in larger European collaborative projects.

The translation and promotion of books for
which authors have won the EUPL (EU Prize
for Literature) are particularly encouraged.
Support for European Platforms
The aim of this funding strand is to foster
the development of emerging talent and
stimulate the Europe-wide programming
of cultural and artistic works. This is
achieved through the co-development,
co-production and programming of artistic
works across multiple European countries.
The funding under this strand increases
the recognition and visibility of artists
and creators across Europe.
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Index
● Artist-Run Network
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● BEAM UP
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● G BOOK 2
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● In From the Margins
Cork Printmakers, Cork
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Irish Aerial Creation Centre, Clare
● Retold Stories
Nuwa Digital Media, Dublin
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Smaller Scale
Cooperation Projects

European
Cooperation Projects

● The Transmission
International Arts & Communications, Dublin
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“

‘We are delighted to be a partner
on Artist-Run Network Europe and
to work with a diverse group of
artist-run initiatives. The project
aims to build capacity within the
sector and highlight the need for
artist-run initiatives for a healthy
arts ecosystem. Over the course
of the project Ormston House will
develop tools for measuring the
impact of such initiatives with artists
and researchers. This learning and
other resources will contribute to
a new online resource for artists
and arts workers that extends
beyond the duration of the project.’

Irish Partner
Ormston House, Limerick
Lead Partner
Candyland (Sweden)
Co-partners
KRÆ Syndikatet (Denmark), Lithuanian
Interdisciplinary Artists’ Association
(Lithuania), Stichting The Naked (Netherlands),
Top E.V (Germany), Total Dobre (Latvia)
Associate Partners
Juxtapose Art Fair, Supermarket
Independent Art Fair, Konstfack –
University of Arts, Crafts and Design
Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€197,920

Juxtapose Art Fair at Godsbanen,
Aarhus, Denmark | Photo: Niamh Brown

Total Project Budget
€329,902

Best Before Collective at Supermarket Independent Art Fair | Photo: Sanna Argus Tiren

Artist-Run Network Europe
(2020 – 2023)

The project will connect mostly European
Artist-Run Initiatives to enhance mobility for
artists and curators who work with them, to
share their knowledge and experience with
peers and students from the arts sector, and
to raise awareness of the artist-run sector with
broader audiences over two and a half years.
artistrunnetworkeurope.eu

Irish Partner Profile
Ormston House is a meeting place for the arts
in the heart of Limerick City. We opened in
2011 as a Cultural Resource Centre to create
new opportunities for artists and arts workers.
Our core question is: How can we support
artists better? We welcome audiences seeking
intimate arts experiences and progressive
projects. The three pillars of our programme
are artistic ambition, community engagement
and professional development.
ormstonhouse.com
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“

‘At this stage the project has brought together
the LEG (local expert group) in Cork, where
the members have met online to discuss the
ambitions of the project, the experiences of
individuals engaging with visual art exhibitions,
and the opportunities to facilitate wider
audiences and communities. The LEG consists
of Tom Kenny (UCC staff), Claire Butler (UCC
student), Eoin Nash (COPE Foundation), Tadhg
Crowley (The Glucksman), and Orla Dalby
(The Glucksman). The group have researched
existing methods and practices that seek
to make museum visits more accessible.

Wang Bing 15 Hours 1, 2017 | Photo: Wang Bing

BEAM UP [Blind Engagement in
Accessible Museum Projects]
(2020 – 2023)
BEAM UP is a project that supports
contemporary art museums to move from
the production of services for people
with a visual impairment to a model where
the production of services is designed
together with individuals who have a
visual impairment.

14
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As part of this research stage, the LEG met at
the Glucksman to review the exhibition ‘HOME:
Being and Belonging in Contemporary Ireland’,
to talk about the experience of the exhibition
and what methods could have been applied to
ensure visitors with a visual impairment could
engage with the wide variety of artworks on
display. This on-site meeting also allowed the
group to discuss wider access challenges and
opportunities for the building and university
campus. The next stage of the project will
see speakers from leading international
organisations present their approaches to the
LEG. This will be followed by the group taking
research-trips to museums across Ireland. In
late Spring, the group will begin to consider
how they can realise their ambitions for
exhibitions at the Glucksman and in particular
the exhibition ‘The Fashion Show: Clothing,
Costumes, Contemporary Art’ due to open
to the public at the Glucksman in July 2022.’

Local expert groups, in Italy, Croatia and
Ireland, composed of museum professionals,
individuals with a visual impairment and art
and disability experts are working together
for two and a half years. They are researching
and designing, planning, and implementing a
set of actions, approaches, mediations and
events that will ensure visual art projects and
exhibitions are accessible to people with a
visual impairment. Beam Up is the follow-up
to the project VIBE, Voyage Inside a Blind
Experience, co-funded by the Creative
Europe Programme, that ended in 2019.

Irish Partner Profile
The Glucksman is a contemporary art museum
in the historic grounds of University College
Cork. The Glucksman presents ambitious
exhibitions of Irish and international art
in tandem with a wide range of events and
activities designed to encourage participation
from all visitors, whether an art professional
or a first time gallery visitor.

beamup.eu

glucksman.org

Glucksman Interior | Photo: The Glucksman

Irish Partner
The Glucksman, Cork
Lead Partner
Atlante Cooperativa (Italy);
Co-partners
Instituto Dei Ciechi Di Milano (Italy);
Museum of Contemporary Art, Zagreb (Croatia)
Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€199,988
Total Project Budget
€368,872

SMALLER SCALE COOPERATION PROJECTS
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G-Book 2: European teens as readers and
creators of gender-positive narratives
(2020 – 2022)
The project aims to promote gender positive
children’s literature in terms of roles and
models, a literature that is open-minded, plural,
varied, free from stereotypes, that encourages
respect and diversity. G-BOOK 2 adopts a
similar methodology to the original project
and aims to expand the original online
bibliography to include literature read by
children aged 11 to 14.
g-book.eu

“

‘Dublin City University is proud to work
again with the University of Bologna
and project partners University of
Vigo, University of Paris 13, Regional
Library of Veliko Tarnovo, and Ljubljana
City Library on this exciting Creative
Europe project. It will produce the
first European bibliography of books
for 3 – 14 year – old children that is
gender positive in terms of roles
and models; the first multilingual
website available in the languages
of all partner countries; as well
as a number of creative writing
workshops across Europe.’

Irish Partner
The Centre for Research in Children’s
and Young Adult Literature, School
of English, Dublin City University.
Lead Partner
Università Di Bologna
Co-partners
Sarajevo Library (Bosnia Herzegovina),
Library of Veliko Tarnovo (Bulgaria), University
of Vigo (Spain), Paris 13 University (France).
Artform/Arts Practice
Literature, Young People
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€197,896
Total Project Budget
€329,827

G-BOOK bibliography books on display at Sarajevo Library

Irish Partner Profile
DCU’s Centre for Research in Children’s and
Young Adult Literature, School of English, plays
a significant role in the promotion of children’s
and young adult literature in Ireland. The
centre welcomes collaboration with national
and international academics, educationalists,
writers, illustrators, and publishers.
dcu.ie/english/centre-research-childrens-andyoung-adult-literature
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In from the Margins
(2020 – 2023)
In from the Margins is a programme of
Studios of Sanctuary residencies for artists
with experience of displacement. The
programme was developed through Europe's
first network of Studios of Sanctuary, offering
opportunities for 30 artists from refugee and
migrant backgrounds to take up supported
residencies in internationally recognised print
studios: Edinburgh Printmakers, Scotland; Cork
Printmakers, Ireland; AGA Lab, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; Funen Printmaking Studio,
Odense, Denmark; and the International
Centre of Graphic Arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
This project brings the work of refugee
and migrant artists 'in from the margins' to
mainstream programming to celebrate culture
and artistic tradition and explore ways to
exchange and share experience, showcase
their practice; and develop engagement
opportunities with a wider audience including
refugees, schools and other communities.
instagram.com/infromthemargins
Cork Printmakers, Funen Printmaking Studio, and International Centre of Graphic Arts, Slovenia.
In From the Margins Artist in Residence | Photo: John Beasley

“

‘We initially believed the basis of this project
was to provide professional development
opportunities for artists with experience
of displacement while also developing
community outreach and stronger, purposeful
international networks for our studio but
participating in ‘In From The Margins’ has
meant far more than that. Over the course of
this project, Cork Printmakers has gained a
clearer and more meaningful understanding
of contemporary migration issues,
enabling us to develop a better means of
supporting displaced and refugee artists.
We have observed the benefits gained
through the process of printmaking,
exhibition and distribution as a way to
communicate complex cultural narratives.
Additionally, hosting artists in residence at
Cork Printmakers opened up opportunities
to connect, engage and share with
our members which impacts practice
development of our members and studio.
‘In From The Margins’ has brought us along
the route of rethinking and redesigning our
public engagement and community work;
it opens up new opportunities for Cork
Printmakers and motivates us to develop this
work and go further. The benefits surpass our
initial expectations and we are very grateful
for the opportunity and support afforded
to us by the Creative Europe programme.’

Irish Partner Profile
Cork Printmakers fine art printmaking studio
is a member based, artist resource providing
the space, equipment, technical support and
materials for artists to create work through
the medium of print. Printmaking facilities
include: intaglio, screen printing, lithography,
letterpress, relief and digital.
corkprintmakers.ie
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Cork Printmakers, Funen Printmaking Studio,
Edinburgh Printmakers and International Centre
of Graphic Arts, Slovenia. In From the Margins
Artist in Residence | Photo: John Beasley

Irish Partner
Cork Printmakers, Cork
Lead Partner
Edinburgh Printmakers (UK)
Co-partners
Aga Lab (Netherlands), Fyns Grafiske
Værksted (Denmark), International
Centre of Graphic Arts (Slovenia)
Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€178,458
Total Project Budget
€297,431

SMALLER SCALE COOPERATION PROJECTS
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“

‘We, MINCE, are very thankful to have been
given Island Connect residencies in 2021 and
welcomed the support from the Creative
Europe funded program. This program provided
us with the space and freedom in both Croatia
and Ireland to delve deep into our concepts,
take what was once on paper, and bring it to
life in a physical context. By doing so we were
able to establish new connections within
our field from a variety of arts organisations,
local businesses, and industry professionals.
Being given the creative freedom postlockdown to artistically reach out to a wider
community was deeply inspiring and these
connections were not only stimulating but
left a lasting impression on future work. Like
everyone, over the previous year or so, our
work had taken a break and a lot of ideas had
been shelved, so for us, the Island Connect
program was the first opportunity to spend
time physically working together on our
project. We are hopeful that with further
support and access to creative spaces
we will continue to produce work of this
calibre and bring to life all that is MINCE.’

Beverley Grant (Ireland) at BIRCA (Denmark) | Credit: IACC

ISLAND CONNECT is a collaborative program
between five performing arts organisations,
working with residencies located on
(or associated with) European islands of
different countries. United in the project by
a common interest in contributing to the
creation and consolidation of performing
arts, the network partners of the international
exchange residency program, wish to
address an important ambition to support
the artists and arts companies in their

20
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Lead Partner
DOMINO (Croatia)
Co-partners
BIRCA – Bækkelund International
Residency Centre for Artists (Denmark),
C.IN.E., Centre d’Investigació Escènica
de Sineu (Spain), ENTROPIA (Greece)
Artform/Arts Practice
Circus
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€199,750
Total Project Budget
€334,415

The objective is to provide the artists with a
much needed space for research and free
experimentation, time for reflecting and posing
questions. At the same time, partners’ artistic
directors provide them with specialised
feedback and dramaturgical advice. This is
facilitated through two funded residencies for
each of the 8 artistic companies in one local
and one international island.

Irish Partner Profile
The Irish Aerial Creation Centre (IACC) was
always the dream of Fidget Feet Executive
Artistic Director, Chantal McCormick. Founded
in 2015, the centre is the National Home for
Aerial Arts in Ireland. Teaching third level
students at the University of Limerick, along
with public classes for adults and children,
collaborative projects with Creative Ireland,
and professional residencies and development
opportunities for professional artists. The
centre is working on a capital grant project
with the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts,
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media, and is supported
by the Arts Council of Ireland and Limerick City
and County Council.

islandconnect.eu

irishaerialcreationcentre.com

‘MINCE’ (Ireland) at the Irish Aerial
Creation Centre | Photo: Scott Robinson

Island Connect
(2020 – 2022)

Irish Partner
Irish Aerial Creation Centre, Clare

personal and professional development
within the project’s framework, therefore
are launching this call for projects.

THEATRE, INCLUSIVE ARTS

SMALLER SCALE COOPERATION PROJECTS
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“

‘Nuwa’s team has devoted their efforts to
document the existent digitising processes
and analyse the subsequent potential for
improvements by aggregating both the
stakeholders’ and technological point of
view. This first initiative will provide us with
a clear overview of the needs and existing
processes which will allow us to benchmark
and offer subsequent improvements to
ensure that open-air museums can continue
telling important cultural heritage stories.
Looking forward we aim to draft standardised
workflows to help unlock the potential of
the heritage industry. We believe that by
bringing together technology experts and
industry stakeholders, we can create stronger,
more efficient processes to collect, digitise,
and publish data on buildings, crafts, and
traditions, that benefits everyone involved.
These fascinating collaborations have led to
a stronger bond between Nuwa and our EU
partners by building a better understanding
of the industry and growing opportunities
for transnational cooperation to reinforce
diversity, and respond to the needs and
challenges of the heritage sectors.’

Aerial Photogrammetry Flight Plan Preparation © Nestor Romero Clemente
Photos: Nüwa Digital Media Content Production Studios Limited

Retold Stories: Sustaining
Cultural Memories in
Open-Air Museums
(2020 – 2024)

The RETOLD project will ensure that openair museums can continue telling important
cultural heritage stories to a diverse public by
developing a standardised workflow to collect,
digitise, and publish data on buildings, crafts,
and traditions.
exarc.net/eu-projects/retold

Irish Partner
Nuwa Digital Media
Lead Partner
EXARC (Netherlands)
Co-partners
AÖZA (Germany), ASTRA National Museum
Complex (Romania), Stadtmuseum
Berlin (Germany), Autonomous
University of Barcelona (Spain).
Artform/Arts Practice
Museums, Cultural Heritage, Digital Arts
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€199,999
Total Project Budget
€333,332

360˚ 3D Data Capture of Ruins

Irish Partner Profile
Nuwa is an international team of young,
up-and-coming creatives, designers and
technologists committed to empowering
cultural and historical organisations, artists,
and their surrounding communities through
innovative audio-visual experiences
creating inclusive immersive and interactive
experiences that build engagement and foster
a love for the arts and heritage in diverse
communities. Nuwa’s aim is to diversify arts
and culture through the creation of innovative
and immersive audio-visual experiences
rooted in reciprocity and collaboration, and
passionate about sharing knowledge and
expertise across partners and collaborators.
nuwa.ie
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The Transmission
(2020 – 2022)
Led by International Arts Partnership (UK),
The Transmission brings together partners
from Ireland, Albania, France, Sweden
and Hungary. Together, the partners will
commission new short form audio dramas
(under 7 minutes) from professional writers
from across the project countries. Each audio
drama will be co-created by the writer with
the support of some of the young people
involved. Each piece will be translated into
all the project languages including Arabic.
Each partner will recruit six groups of up to 6
young people aged 11 – 25 and including young
refugees. With support from the in-country
facilitator, the young people will select an
audio drama which they will then interpret and
create as a fully performed and edited piece.
Each group of young people will act as critics
and dramaturgs to a group of young people in
another country and will, in their turn, receive
support of this kind.

Irish Partner
International Arts & Communications, Dublin
Lead Partner
INTERNATIONAL ARTS PARTNERSHIP (UK)
Co-partners
Szubjektiv Ertekek Alapitvany (Hungary),
Universiteti I Tiranes (Albania), Kulturhuset
Stadsteatern (Sweden), Iastar France (France)
Artform/Arts Practice
Audio Drama; Young People
Funding Strand
Smaller Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€196,390

the-transmission.eu
Irish Partner Profile
IAC International Arts and Communications
is a creative cultural company focusing on
live and recorded artistic performance and
events. They make Theatre, Virtual Reality
Creations and experiments in Audio Drama
as well as create and R+D opportunities
for artists and technologists. Many of their
works are created by combining the talent of
experienced professionals with the imagination
of you people from the age of 8 – 18.
aic-iac.org
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● Big Pulse Dance Alliance
Dublin Dance Festival, Dublin

European
Cooperation Projects

● Craft Hub
Carlow County Council, Carlow

26

Larger Scale
Cooperation Projects
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“

‘Dublin Dance Festival is thrilled to be part
of the Big Pulse Dance Alliance, a vibrant
network of European dance festivals
dedicated to supporting and nurturing a
sustainable contemporary dance sector. As
one of the partners of this network, we are
delighted to be able to co-produce several
large-scale productions as well as outdoor
performances which connect with the city,
new audiences and diverse communities.
We are looking forward to presenting these
co-productions as part of our 2022 Edition.
As one of the Big Pulse partners, DDF was able
to send two Irish artists to take part in the
first Big Pulse Visiting Artist Programme which
took place at Torinodanza Festival in October
2021. This rich 5 day programme offered the
opportunity for young dance artists to meet
local artists, attend performances and gain
inspiration and expertise as they progress
in their work. The Visiting Artist Programme,
along with Winter Intensives and mentoring
opportunities will continue to be hosted
by all partners in the Big Pulse network in
2022 – 2024, providing valuable support for
artists and the dance sector as a whole.’

Irish Partner
Dublin Dance Festival, Dublin
Lead Partner
Tanz im August / HAU Hebbel
am Ufer (Germany)
Co-partners
Dance Umbrella (UK), Julidans (The
Netherlands), New Baltic Dance (Lithuania),
ONE DANCE WEEK (Bulgaria), Torinodanza
Festival (Italy), Zodiak – Side Step Festival
(Finland), Sismògraf (Catalonia – Spain),
International Dance Festival TANEC,
PRAHA (The Czech Republic), CODA – Oslo
International Dance Festival (Norway),
Danscentrum Sverige (Sweden)
Artform/Arts Practice
Dance
Funding Strand
Larger Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€2,000,000
Total Project Budget
€4,647,875

ALIEN by Taneli Törmä LOCATION X | Photo © AdeY
Siguifin © Palais de la Porte Dorée Photo Anne

Big Pulse Dance Alliance
(2020 – 2024)
Big Pulse Dance Alliance is a 4 year partnership
(2021 – 2024) of 12 European dance festivals
and institutions united by their passion
to promote, strengthen and broaden the
reach of the contemporary dance sector.

With the support of EU Creative Europe cofunding, Big Pulse aims to diversify dance
programming on stages and in public outdoor
spaces; support artist development through
mentorship, travel and workshop programmes;
and invite new audiences to engage with
the artform through dynamic live or digital
performances and other participatory activities.
The project’s long-term vision is to establish a
lively network of European dance festivals who
work collaboratively and sustainably to further
the life-changing impact of dance.

Irish Partner Profile
Dublin Dance Festival champions the
potential of the moving body to unlock
new perspectives on our changing world.
Working locally, nationally, internationally and
virtually, Dublin Dance Festival acts as a vital
interchange between contemporary dance
artists and audiences; creating and sharing
extraordinary dance experiences, generating
opportunities for artists and deepening
engagement with Dance in Ireland.
dublindancefestival.ie

bigpulsedance.eu
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CRAFT HUB
(2020 – 2023)
The project activities involve investigating
and documenting craft skills and processes;
their differing application in creative practice
across Europe; and questions of cultural
specificity & individual motivations of
practitioners. This will be addressed through
a comprehensive and exciting program
to allow the creation of new craft work/
experimental investigations into process and
material supported by 42 transnational maker
residencies, 305 days of outreach work, 1
festival, 7 exhibitions and 2 conferences.

“

‘The projects shown were amazing
and inspiring. The presentation of the
project of one of the participants
showed very well how the process goes
from planning to implementation.
The session was very inspiring. It was very
good that the participants showed their
work. The virtual session had a personal
atmosphere. Getting to know so many
different people from Europe and learning
about their work is wonderful. The project
contributes to international understanding.’

crafthub.eu

Image: Carlow County Council
Image: Carlow County Council

Irish Partner
Carlow County Council
Lead Partner
Carlow County Council
Co-partners
Consorzio Materahub – Cultural and Creative
Industries (Italy), Craft Scotland (UK),
Oslomet (Norway), Nova University Lisbon
(Portugal), University of Wales Trinity Saint
David (UK), APOSTOLINA TSALTAMPASI KAI
SIA E.E (Macedonia), Glasmalerei Otto Peters
(Germany), Design School Kolding (Denmark)
Artform/Arts Practice
Design, Craft
Funding Strand
Larger Scale
Creative Europe Grant
€754,864.00
Total Project Budget
€1,509,729.00
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Irish Partner Profile
Carlow County Council is the authority
responsible for local government in
County Carlow. The project partner
proposed for this project is its Local
Enterprise Office, Economic Development
& Special Project Development Unit.
As part of its Economic Development functions,
it is responsible for the broad economic
development of Carlow including the oversight
of implementation of the local, regional and
national policy framework which will positively
impact on the current socio-economic
conditions whilst also focusing on future
development to enable a growing population.
As part of Special Project Development the
unit is responsible for a variety of projects
in the areas of Urban Regeneration, Tourism,
Rural Regeneration and Town & Village Renewal,
Strategy Development and EU Funding.
carlow.ie

LARGER SCALE COOPERATION PROJECTS
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Support for Literary Translation Projects
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Support for Literary Translation Projects
In 2020, Creative Europe reinforced the EU’s
commitment to preserving and fostering
linguistic diversity across Europe. The EU’s
support for literary translation is aimed at
enhancing Europeans’ knowledge of the
literature and literary heritage of fellow
Europeans and increasing the consumption of
non-National literary works all across Europe.
Under the Support for Literary Translation
Strand individual publishers and publishing
houses may apply for the translation of
collections of fiction from one European
language into another. Works of fiction include
novels, short stories, plays, poetry, comics and
children’s fiction in paper or digital formats.
The translation and promotion of books for
which authors have won the EUPL (EU Prize
for Literature) are particularly encouraged.
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In 2020, support was provided for 2-year
projects with a defined and sound editorial
strategy, proposing translation, publication
and promotion of 3 to 10 literary works. Sixtyone translation projects received support
totalling €3,485,668. Many Irish works have
been selected for translation in previous
years including books by Edna O’Brien,
Donal Ryan, Roddy Doyle, and Colm Tóibín.

Index
● Aerowaves
Dance Limerick, Limerick City &
Project Arts Centre, Dublin
● European Talent Exchange
First Music Contact, Dublin
● FEDORA
Irish National Opera, Dublin
● FUTURES
PhotoIreland, Dublin

European Platforms
The aim of this funding strand is to foster
the development of emerging talent and
stimulate the Europe-wide programming
of cultural and artistic works. This is
achieved through the co-development,
co-production and programming of artistic
works across multiple European countries.

04

The funding under this strand increases
the recognition and visibility of artists
and creators across Europe.

● Magic Carpets
EVA International, Ireland’s Biennial
of Contemporary Art, Limerick
● Parallel
PhotoIreland, Dublin

European Platforms

● Versopolis
Munster Literature Centre, Cork
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“

‘Aerowaves now has partners in
33 countries. The network brings
together the professional knowledge,
personal insight and love for dance
of 45 members. Each year in October,
these partners vote for the next
group of Aerowaves Twenty artists.
This takes place at an intensive
meeting where hundreds of videos
are watched and discussed.’

Alessandroa Carbo | Image: Alessandroa Carbo / Aerowaves

Aerowaves
(2017 – 2020)

Aerowaves is a hub for dance discovery
in Europe. We identify the most promising
new work by emerging dance artists and
then promote it through cross-border
performances. Aerowaves' network of
partners in 33 countries enables these
younger choreographers to bring brand
new dance to brand new audiences.
aerowaves.org

Aerowaves Artist, 2020
Image: Ines Belli / Aerowaves

Irish Partner Profile
Dance Limerick promotes, supports and
celebrates dance creation, presentation and
participation. We offer funded residency and
development opportunities for professional
dance artists and contemporary performances
and classes for the public in our unique venue.

Irish Partners
Dance Limerick, Limerick City &
Project Arts Centre, Dublin
Lead Partner
Aerowaves, UK
Co-partners
Albanian Dance Meeting Festival (Albania), D.ID
Dance Identity (Austria), P.A.R.T.S (Belgium),
Derida Dance (Bulgaria), San Vincente Festival
(Croatia), Croatian Cultural Centre (Croatia),
Dance House Lemesos (Cyprus), Tanec
Praha (Czech Republic), Bora Bora (Denmark),
Dansehallerne (Denmark), Kanuti Gildi Saal
(Estonia), Annantalo (Finland), La Briqueterie
(France), Das Theater (Germany), Pact Zollverein
(Germany), Arc for Dance (Greece), Greek
National School of Dance (Greece), Workshop
Foundation (Hungary), Dansverkstaedid
(Iceland), Operaestate Festival (Italy), Lithuanian
Dance Information Centre (Lithuania), Trois C-L
(Luxembourg), Dansens Hus (Norway), Oslo
Kulturskole (Norway), Art Stattions Foundation
(Poland), Centre for Culture Lublin (Poland), O
Espacodo Tempo (Portugal), National Centre
for Dance (Romania), SKCNS (Serbia)
Artform/Arts Practice
Dance
Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€500,000

Project Arts Centre, Dublin presents over
600 events a year to an audience of over
50,000 people, as well as supporting the
presentation and touring of the work of
independent artists as part of their Project
Artist initiative. It is not only a home for
contemporary arts, but also a producing
house, a resource for artists and a critical hub.
dancelimerick.ie
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European Talent Exchange Programme
(2017 – 2020)
The main objective of the ETEP is to facilitate
the circulation of a European repertoire, artists
and productions in Europe, as well as to
support collaboration between the European
music industry and media in order to promote
European non-national acts and repertoire. As
a platform, ETEP focuses on achieving more
media-coverage and visibility of the artists and
on raising awareness of ETEP’s activities to
European audiences. ETEP’s branding strategy
pays special attention to the publication of its
results and in appealing to B2C target groups,
namely the audiences of festivals, radio
stations and the media in Europe.
etep.nl

“

‘Many acts that received support from ETEP
at the start of their careers have grown out
to be very successful. Over the past 17 years,
acts such as Agnes Obel, Ásgeir, Ben Howard,
Benjamin Clementine, Calvin Harris, Franz
Ferdinand, James Blake, MØ, Noisia, Selah
Sue, The Editors, The Kooks, The XX, Within
Temptation and Years & Years have greatly
benefited from the support of the ETEP
programme. More recently, acts such as
Idles, Shame, Alma, Aurora and Dua Lipa
played some of their first international
shows with the support of the European
Talent Exchange Programme.’

Irish Partner Organisation
First Music Contact, Dublin

Irish Partner Profile
First Music Contact is an Arts Council
funded not-for-profit organisation
which operates a free information and
advice resource for musicians and the
independent music sector in Ireland.
FMC projects include Hard Working Class
Heroes, an annual industry showcase festival
and conference; Music from Ireland, the Irish
music export office which builds branding for
Irish bands selected for international festivals;
Breaking Tunes, an online music portal;
and Dublin Live Music Trails, paid acoustic
performance opportunities for artists.
firstmusiccontact.com

Lead Partner
Eurosonic Noorderslag (Netherlands)

INHALER, ETEP / ESNS Exchange selected Irish artist 2020 | Image: ESNS Exchange

Co-partners
Music Austria (Austria); Wallonie Bruxelles
Musique (Belgium); Flanders Arts Institute
(Belgium); Yourope – European Festivals
Association (Belgium); Euroradio (Czech
Republic); Sound Czech (Czech Republic);
Music Estonia (Estonia); Le Bureau Export
(France); Music Finland (Finland); Initiative
Musik (Germany); Italia Music Export
(Italy); Music:LX (Luxembourg);Buma
Cultuur (Netherlands); Sena (Netherlands);
Music Norway (NO); Why Portugal
(Portugal); Slovak Music Export (Slovakia);
Catalan Institute for Cultural Companies
(Spain); PRS Foundation (UK)
Artform/Arts Practice
Music
Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€500,000
Junior Brother, ETEP / ESNS Exchange selected
Irish artist 2020 | Image: ESNS Exchange
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“

‘Our participation in the Fedora Platform has
enabled us to bring opera to new audiences.
Fedora supported the presentation of
Mozart’s The Opera Director in 2018. This
production featured a full orchestra and
was presented free of charge at the Gaiety
Theatre. In 2019, we presented The Deadly
World of Opera, an introduction to opera
with four singers and one pianist, in five
community centres in the Dublin area. In 2020
Fedora supported our Friday Opera Sessions –
a series of free concerts presented online. The
Fedora Platform also encourages and supports
attendance at key conferences and networking
events, an important component
in the development of the company.’

Irish Partner
Irish National Opera, Dublin
Lead Partner
FEDORA – The European Circle Of
Philanthropists Of Opera & Ballet
Co-partners
La Monnaie/De Munt (Belgium; Muziektheater
Transparant (Belgium); Croatian National
Theatre in Zagreb (Croatia); Prague National
Theatre (Czech Republic); Den Jyske Opera
(Denmark); AROP – Association pour le
Rayonnement de l'Opéra national de Paris
(France); Festival d'Aix-en-Provence (France);
Opéra de Rouen Normandie (France);
Opéra Orchestre National de Montpellier
Occitanie (France); Théâtre des ChampsElysées (France); Freunde und Förderer der
Staatsoper Unter den Linden (Germany);
Nationaltheater Mannheim (Germany); Theater
Magdeburg (Germany); Greek National Opera
(Greece); L-E-V Sharon Eyal & Gai Behar
(Israel); Associazione Arena Sferisterio (Italy);
Fondazione Teatro alla Scala (Italy); Nederlands
Dans Theater (Netherlands; Operadagen
Rotterdam (Netherlands); Teatro Real (Spain);
Royal Swedish Opera (Sweden); Birmingham
Royal Ballet (UK); English National Ballet (UK)

The Opera Director, Gaiety Theatre, Dublin, 2018 | Image: Pat Redmond / Irish National Opera

Artform/Arts Practice
Opera

FEDORA
(2018 – 2020)

FEDORA’s European network of opera houses,
festivals and ballet companies comprises
95 members in 25 countries, of which 26
are Platform Members in 14 countries.
fedora-platform.com

Deadly World of Opera, Smock Alley Theatre,
Dublin, 2019 | Image: Irish National Opera

Irish Partner Profile
Irish National Opera produces high-quality,
accessible opera in venues throughout Ireland
and overseas. Opera has the power to move
and inspire and our mission is to give everyone
in Ireland the opportunity to experience
this. INO are dedicated to an unprecedented
commitment to showcasing internationallyacclaimed, world-class Irish opera singers
alongside guest artists from all over the
world. In their first two years, INO produced 72
performances of 14 operas in 24 Irish venues.

Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€500,000

irishnationalopera.ie
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FUTURES – European Photography Platform
(2017 – 2021)
Futures is a photography platform that pools
the resources and talent programmes of
leading photography institutions across
Europe in order to increase the capacity,
mobility and visibility of its selected artists.
By bringing together a wealth of resources
and curatorial expertise, each talent selected
by the Futures members gains access to an
unprecedented network of professionals,
markets and audiences. The platform aims to
stimulate the photographic economy from
the bottom up by expanding the market.
These members are prominent institutions
operating in the field and have a great impact
and influence in the world of photography.
‘Futures’ at Unseen Fair Amsterdam 2019
Image: © Maarten Nauw for Parallel

futures-photography.com

“

‘Led by Dutch agency Vandejong, Futures
approach to programming was informed by
their own successful cultural branding projects
such as Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam (FOAM),
Unseen Fair, and Amsterdam Light Festival.
Through a constant collaboration, together
with the partners we have developed a strong
series of activities aimed at supporting the
career development of European artists,
capitalising on Unseen Fair as a professional
meeting point, while also celebrating talent
locally. The project was improved every year
thanks to the partners’ and participants'
feedback, and has consolidated new forms
of online professional support that became
essential during the COVID19 crisis.’
PhotoIreland has grown in ambition thanks
to this platform and was never shy of
contributing with extra programming or events
to it, proactively furthering the opportunities
generated. Such was the case of Unseen
2018, when we presented our mobile library
to Amsterdam audiences and promoted many
more Irish artists than what the platform
listed that year. It is expected that Futures
will continue beyond the four years with new
partners and a renewed energy and focus.’

Introducing the Irish Futures Talents at
Unseen Amsterdam, 2019 | Image: PhotoIreland

Irish Partner
PhotoIreland, Dublin
Lead Partner
Vandejong, Netherlands
Co-partners
FOMU Foto Museum (Belgium); CAMERA:
Centro Italiano per la Fotografia (Italy);
Hyères Photography Festival (France); British
Journal of Photography (UK); PhotoESpaña
(Spain); Fotofestiwal Lodz (Poland); Photo
Romania Festival (Romania); Triennial of
Photography Hamburg (Germany); Robert
Capa Contemporary Photography Centre
(Hungary); The Calvert Journal (UK)
Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts
Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€474,763
Irish Partner Profile
Over the last decade, PhotoIreland has
become a key constituent of the Visual Arts
in Ireland, offering an annual Photography
festival, running The Library Project – a cultural
hub in the capital’s cultural quarter – and
developing constructive channels with a
strong network of organisations worldwide.
Through these networks, PhotoIreland creates
cultural exchanges internationally, promoting
relentlessly the works of Irish artists around
the world, actively present in key festivals,
fairs, and becoming the main voice for
Contemporary Photography from Ireland.
PhotoIreland is the only Irish organisation
invited as a founding member to three EU
co-funded projects.
photoireland.org
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“

‘The Magic Carpets programme
fostered collaboration with a
diverse range of cultural partners
from across Europe, creating
opportunities for artists to develop
their artistic practice in new
contexts and encouraging greater
curatorial visibility for their work.
Alongside the artistic benefits of the
programme, the network has also
helped us develop our capacities
as an organisation, especially in
terms of how we produce artists’
work locally and connect with our
local communities in new ways.’

Co-partners
Open Space Innsbruck (Austria); LAB 852.d.o.o
(Croatia); Prague Biennale (Czech Republic);
Trempolino (France); Tbilisi Photo Festival
(Georgia); Centre for Contemporary Art – Tbilisi
(Georgia); KUNSTrePUBLIC – ZK/U (Germany);
Latitudo SRL (Italy); New Theatre Institute of
Latvia (Latvia); Ideias Emergentes (Portugal);
META Cultural Foundation (Romania); Nora
Kulturno Naselje (Serbia);Folkstone Fringe
(UK); Jam Factory Art Centre (Ukraine)

– Matt Packer, Director / CEO, EVA

Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts

Irish Partner
EVA International, Limerick
Lead Partner
Kaunas Biennial, Lithuania

Funding Strand
Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€500,000

Siobhán Ní Dhuinnín, Irish dance artist in residency at Folkestone Fringe
Photo: Mindaugas Drigotas

Magic Carpets
(2018 – 2021)
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Magic Carpets is a platform uniting fifteen
European cultural organisations that create
opportunities for emerging artists to
embark on journeys to unknown lands and
to create, together with local artists and
local communities, new works that highlight
local specificities and compensate for the
shortage of story-telling existing in modern
society by enhancing cultural accessibility,
cultural activism and participation.

Irish Partner Profile
EVA International is Ireland’s Biennial
of Contemporary Art. EVA leads in the
commissioning and curating of contemporary
art by Irish and international artists, culminating
in a programme of artistic encounters,
exhibitions, and education projects, that
takes place every two years across venues
in Limerick city and beyond. EVA’s vision
is ‘To lead in creating experiences and
encounters of world-class contemporary art
that activate Limerick as a place of creative
endeavour and cultural destination’.

magiccarpets.eu

eva.ie
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PARALLEL – European Based Photo Platform
(2017 – 2021)
Parallel is a platform that brings together
creative European organisations committed
to promoting cross-cultural exchanges and
mentorships in order to set new standards
in contemporary photography. Members
include museums, galleries, cultural centres,
festivals, art schools and publishers – 18
vibrant European cultural hubs, from 16
countries, that participate in selecting
and hosting emerging artists and curators,
organising exhibitions and promoting artistic
networking. The work process is implemented
as a two-phase process: Creative Guidance:
selection, tutoring, peer learning and
curatorship for emergent creators; Exhibition
Platform: a wide exhibition network engaging
exhibitors, universities and art schools.
PARALLEL Intersection Zagreb, Croatia,
2018 | Image: Parallel Platform

parallelplatform.org

“

‘Being a member of Parallel has given the
opportunity to a small organisation such as
PhotoIreland to collaborate at a European
level with bigger and more established
organisations. Participating in this project
has contributed greatly to the expansion and
consolidation of our international network,
building capacity and propitiating further
collaborations beyond the programme.
The highlights of our participation were
the exhibition hosted at the Museum of
Contemporary Photography of Ireland as
part of PhotoIreland Festival 2019, and the
Curatorship Dublin, a 4 day gathering at our
main venue of 50 artists and Art professionals
where the six core yearly exhibitions were
conceived. We connected with hundreds of
colleagues, and established long lasting bonds,
feeling enriched by their cultural diversity. The
many positive experiences from Parallel have
in turn informed forthcoming projects that we
hope to raise to European level.’

PARALLEL Curatorship Dublin, The Library
Project, Dublin, 2020 | Image: Emilia
Krysztofiak, for Parallel Platform

Irish Partner
PhotoIreland, Dublin
Lead Partner
Procur.arte, Portugal

Irish Partner Profile
Over the last decade, PhotoIreland has
become a key constituent of the Visual
Arts in Ireland, offering from Dublin an
annual Photography festival, running
The Library Project - a cultural hub in the
capital’s cultural quarter, and developing
constructive channels with a strong network
of organisations worldwide. Through these
networks, PhotoIreland creates cultural
exchanges internationally, promoting
relentlessly the works of Irish artists around
the world, actively present in key festivals,
fairs, and becoming the main voice for
Contemporary Photography from Ireland.

Co-partners
Organ Vida (Croatia); Galleri Image (Denmark);
Katalog – Journal of Photography &
Video (Denmark); The Finnish Museum of
Photography (Finland); Le Château d’Eau
(France); Tbilisi Photography & Multimedia
Museum (Georgia); Robert Capa Contemporary
Photography Centre (Hungary); Fondazione
Modena Arti Visive (Italy); ISSP (Latvia); Kaunas
Photography Gallery (Lithuania); FotoFestiwal –
Foundation of Visual Education (Poland); UGM –
Maribor Art Gallery (Slovenia); Landskrona Foto
(Sweden); Format International Photography
Festival Derby (UK); Odessa Photo Days
(Ukraine); YET Magazine (Switzerland)

photoireland.org

Artform/Arts Practice
Visual Arts
Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€500,000
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“

‘As a reaction to the Covid-19
pandemic, Versopolis developed a
digital gathering called the Festival
of Hope in March 2020. With over
100 partners from all across the
globe, from China to North America, it
became a very successful endeavour.’

Irish Partner
Munster Literature Centre, Cork
Lead Partner
Beletrina Publishing Institute, Slovenia

Versopolis
(2017 – 2021)

As a European poetry platform, Versopolis
creates new opportunities for emerging
European poets. Versopolis supports
translation of a selection of emerging poets’
works into English and other European
languages. It enables the publication of
these works in printed booklets, in e-books
and on the Versopolis website alongside
full profile descriptions. Versopolis also
supports poets’ mobility by organising a
number of guest appearances at different
European literary festivals. This creates
countless opportunities for networking with
foreign publishers, literary agents, the press
and other actors in the field of literature.
versopolis.com
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Co-partners
Literature and Wine (Austria);The Student
Cultural and Artistic Association ‘Ivan Goran
Kovacic’ (Croatia);Ideogramma (Cyprus);
Prague Microfestival (Czech Republic); Felix
Poetry Festival (Belgium); Runokuu (Finland);
Tbilisi International Festival of Literature
(Georgia); Hausach LeseLenz (Germany);
Poets Circle (Greece); Genoa International
Poetry Festival (Italy); Druskininkai Poetic Fall
(Lithuania); Struga Poetry Evenings (North
Macedonia);City Cultural Institute (Poland);
Poets in Transylvania (Romania);Public
Library Stefan Prvovencani (Serbia); Ars
Poetica – Liberation Through Poetry (Slovakia);
Beletrina (Slovenia); Littfest (Sweden);Ledbury
Poetry Festival (UK); NGO Publishers’ Forum
(Ukraine); Çevrimdışı İstanbul Dergisi (Turkey).

Irish Partner Profile
Founded in 1993, the Munster Literature
Centre is a non-profit arts organisation
dedicated to the promotion and celebration
of literature, especially that of Munster. They
organise festivals, workshops, readings and
competitions and publish Southword Editions,
a biannual journal, poetry collections and
short stories. MLC produces two festivals
each year, The Cork International Poetry
Festival in March and The Cork International
Short Story Festival in September.
munsterlit.ie

Artform/Arts Practice
Literature
Funding Strand
European Platforms
Creative Europe Grant
€ 497,633
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These networks aim to support the capacity
of members to operate internationally, to
build their capacity to work across Europe
and adapt to change. European Networks
foster and promote linguistic and cultural
diversity, strengthen competitiveness, and
promote skill-sharing and good practice.
Membership of a European network is open
to both individuals and organisations and
is often a stepping stone for involvement
in larger European collaborative projects.

52

European Networks

111 Irish Members in
19 European Networks
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Arts Participation
Amateo Network
Amateo is the European Network for Active
Participation in Cultural Activities that serves
and promotes people’s participation in the
voluntary and amateur arts. Founded in 2008
it includes today 58 national and regional
umbrellas and associations from EU member
states and programme countries. Amateo
sees active participation in the arts as a core
value for a free and open society as enshrined
in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Active participation in arts
and cultural activities empowers individuals
to freely express themselves and promotes
cultural cohesion, social inclusion and
active citizenship with an added value
for humanistic and democratic values.
Irish Members
Creative Lives Ireland
Dublin City University – Age Friendly
amateo.org

Architecture and Design

Circus

ADCE Network – Empowering the European
Design and Creative Communication Industry
The Art Directors Club of Europe is a unique
network of European creatives: a Barcelonabased non for profit association gathering 22
European graphic design, art direction and
advertising national clubs (a global collective
of more than 6.000 creatives) that share the
common objective of fostering and promoting
creativity and creative professionals from
their network throughout Europe and beyond:
an opportunity for European talents to
cross national borders while simultaneously
exposing the rest of Europe to local creativity.

Circostra
Circostrada is a European network for circus
and street arts with 109 members. The network
seeks to contribute to build a sustainable
future for these sectors by empowering
cultural players through the production of
resources and actions of observation and
research, professional exchanges, advocacy,
capacity-building and information.

Irish Member
There are 74 Irish individual members in this
network. To view the full list please visit the
following ADCE website:
(adceurope.org/directory)
adceurope.org

CONNECTARCH: Architects Council of Europe
CONNECTARCH aims to reinforce the
sector’s capacity and help the profession
to face current and forthcoming challenges:
cross-border and trans-national mobility,
increased competition from outside the
EU, adaptation to digital technologies,
acquisition of new skills and competences.
It is made up of 10 activities grouped under
four interrelated overarching objectives.
Irish Member
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland RIAI
(riai.ie)
ace-cae.eu
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Network of European Museum
Organisations (NEMO)
NEMO was founded in 1992 and through
its membership represents over 30,000
museums across Europe. The network seeks
to ‘ensure museums are an integral part of
European life by promoting their work and
value to policy makers and by providing
museums with information, networking
and opportunities for co-operation.’
Irish Members

Irish Member

Chester Beatty Library (chesterbeatty.ie)

ISACS – Irish Street Arts, Circus and
Spectacle Network (isacs.ie)

Irish Museums Association
(irishmuseums.org)

circostrada.org

National Museum of Ireland (museum.ie)
National Gallery of Ireland
(nationalgallery.ie)

Cultural Heritage and Museums
Europa Nostra
EUROPA NOSTRA is a pan-European
network who lobbies for cultural heritage
in Europe. It is composed of 239 member
organisations (heritage associations and
foundations with a combined membership
of more than 5 million people), 111
associated organisations (governmental
bodies, local authorities and corporations)
and over a 1000 individual members.

ne-mo.org

Dance
European Dance House Network (EDN)
EDN is a network for trust and cooperation
between European dance houses that
share a common vision regarding the
development of dance art across borders.

Irish Members

Irish Members

An Taisce (antaisce.org)

Dance Ireland (danceireland.ie)

Irish Georgian Society (igs.ie)

Dance Limerick (dancelimerick.ie)

Irish Heritage Trust (irishheritagetrust.ie)

ednetwork.eu

europanostra.org
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Multidisciplinary
Culture Action Europe (CAE)
CAE is the European network of cultural
networks, organisations, artists, activists,
academics and policymakers. CAE is the
first port of call for informed opinion and
debate about arts and cultural policy in the
EU. As the only intersectoral network, it
brings together all practices in culture, from
the performing arts to literature, the visual
arts, design and cross-arts initiatives, to
community centres and activist groups.

EUNIC – EU National Institutes for Culture
EUNIC is the network of European national
institutes of culture and national bodies
engaged in cultural and related activities
beyond their national borders. EUNIC
brings together organisations from all
28 EU member states and adds value
through its global network of clusters.
Irish Member
Culture Ireland (cultureireland.ie)
eunicglobal.eu

Irish Member
Visual Artists Ireland – VAI
(visualartists.ie)
cultureactioneurope.org

European Festivals Association
The European Festivals Association
(EFA) connects over 100 festivals and
festival associations in 40 countries.
Irish Member

ENCATC (European Network on
Cultural Management and Policy)
ENCATC represents, advocates, and promotes
cultural management and cultural policy
education, professionalises the cultural
sector to make it sustainable, and creates
a platform for discussion and exchange
at European and international level.
Irish Member
National University of Ireland Galway
(nuigalway.ie)
encatc.org/en

AOIFE – Association of Irish Festivals and
Events (aoifeonline.com)
efa-aef.eu/en/home

Trans Europe Halles
Trans Europe Halles is a network of 127 cultural
organisations from 36 European countries.
Twice a year they meet to exchange knowledge,
to start conversations and to connect with
other cultural changemakers. Their meetings
are a hotbed of new ideas and collaborations.
They are always hosted by a different
member – allowing us to get to know some
of the challenges facing different regions.

Music
The Association Européenne des
Conservatoires, Académies de Musique
et Musikhochschulen (AEC)
AEC is a European cultural and educational
network with around 300 member institutions
for professional music training in 57 countries.
Irish Members
CIT Cork School of Music (csm.cit.ie)
Dublin Institute of Technology (dit.ie)

European Composer and
Songwriter Alliance (ECSA)
ECSA advocates for equitable commercial
conditions for composers and songwriters
and strives to improve social and economic
development of music creation in Europe.
Irish Members
Association of Irish Composers
– AIC (composers.ie)
Irish Association of Songwriters, Composers
and Authors – IASCA (iasca.ie)

The Royal Irish Academy of Music (riam.ie)

Screen Composers Guild of Ireland – SCGI
(screencomposersguild.ie)

aec-music.eu

composeralliance.org

European Choral Association
The European Choral Association is a network
of organisations, choirs and individuals in the
field of collective singing in Europe. Through
their membership, they directly represent
more than 2.5 million singers, conductors,
composers and managers in over 40
European countries, and reach out to more
than 37 million people in continental Europe
active in the field of collective singing.

European Early Music Network
European Early Music Network is the
representative network for Early Music
in Europe. Its main aim is to act as a
network for its members, encouraging the
exchange of knowledge, information and
co-operation in the early music field.
Irish Member

Irish Member

Galway Early Music Festival
(galwayearlymusic.com)

Sing Ireland (singireland.ie)

rema-eemn.net

europeanchoralassociation.org

Irish Member
Ormston House (ormstonhouse.com)
teh.net
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European Jazz Network (EJN)
EJN is a Europe-wide association of producers,
presenters and supporting organisations who
specialise in creative music, contemporary
jazz and improvised music created from a
distinctly European perspective. There are
156 member organisations (Festivals, clubs
and concert venues, independent promoters,
national organisations) in 35 countries.
Irish Member
Improvised Music Company
(improvisedmusic.ie)
europejazz.net

IETM
IETM is an international network for
contemporary performing arts with
over 450 performing arts organisations
and individual members in 50 countries
working in the contemporary performing
arts worldwide: theatre, dance, circus,
interdisciplinary live art forms, new media.
Irish Members
The Arts Council of Ireland (artscouncil.ie)
Carlow Arts Festival
(carlowartsfestival.com)
Dublin Theatre Festival
(dublintheatrefestival.ie)
Irish Theatre Institute
(irishtheatreinstitute.ie)

Theatre
Federation for European Storytelling
The Federation of European Storytelling (FEST)
is an international network of organisations,
networks and associations active in the field
of oral storytelling. FEST has 75 members
in 24 different countries, who represent
national, regional or local organisations like
professional storytelling associations, festival
organisers, storytelling training centres,
local authorities, academies, colleges,
universities, cultural centres or libraries, all
with a special interest in oral storytelling.

ISACS – Irish Street Arts, Circus and
Spectacle Network (isacs.ie)
Lian Bell (lianbell.com)
Pan Pan Theatre (panpantheatre.com)
Theatre57 (theatrefiftyseven.com)
Tom Creed (tomcreed.org)
ietm.org

Irish Members
Mermaid Arts Centre
(mermaidartscentre.ie)
National Leprechaun Museum
(leprechaunmuseum.ie)
fest-network.eu
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These mobilities required a specific and
well-defined objective, such as to develop
an international collaboration, to engage
in a production-oriented residency or in
professional development in the destination
country. Irish recipients of i-Portunus awards
in 2020 travelled to Scotland, Sweden,
Norway, France and Bosnia and Herzegovina,
working in the cultural practice areas of
Visual Arts, Architecture and Music.

Support for
Artist Mobility

● Olesya Zdorovetska
MIRAGE (Zdorovetska / Delbecq)

i-Portunus mobility award
i-Portunus is a short-term pilot project,
selected and funded by the Creative Europe
programme of the European Union, to trial
a mobility scheme for artists and culture
professionals. In 2019, i-Portunus issued
three Calls for Applications, providing support
for international mobilities of artists and/or
culture professionals active in the fields of
the performing or visual arts and residing in a
Creative Europe country. The destination of the
mobility had to be a Creative Europe country.
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Meat + Two Veg
Both And Group
This project explored the role that architectural
agency can play in the visual translation of
the ‘complex assemblages’ of the Irish food
system. The research was centred around a
typical plate of Irish food – Meat and Two Veg.
Our focus on landscape practice has led us
to explore the impacts of pervasive grass
monocultures in Ireland. This project was about
exploring and positioning this issue more
broadly within food systems and translating
the global flows of food into visual content that
can be consumed and understood by both the
public and policymakers. Our mobility focused
on the ingredients which predominantly
originates from sites of production outside
Ireland - carrots (Nottinghamshire, England);
potato seeds (Edinburgh, Scotland);
broccoli (Lorca, Spain) and grass seed
production (Groningen, the Netherlands).

Carrot Harvest, August 2021, Benzies,
Gairnieston Farm, Turriff, Aberdeenshire
Photo : Jarek Adamczuk

“

‘Mobilising our practice has
allowed us to build networks
for future collaborations, and
to receive the input of experts
at the forefront of research into
food systems and food culture.’

Broccoli Fields, October 2021, Lorca, Spain |
Photo : Jarek Adamczuk.

Almería Landscape, October 2021,
Almería, Spain | Photo : Jarek Adamczuk

Recording these global landscapes
through field research; the project
exposed the invisibility of these food
movements and embedded the knowledge
of local exports into our research.

Mobility Award Recipient/s
Jarek Adamczuk
Andrew Ó Murchú
Alice Clarke
Kate Rushe

bothandgroup.ie

Artform/Arts Practice
Architecture/Visual Arts
Funding Strand
i-Portunus Mobility Award
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Arctic residencies
Kvitbrakka (NO), Nyksund Kooperativet
(NO), Studio Acusticum (SWE)

The residency resulted in significant work
done with one of the world’s most northerly
tracker-action pipe organs in the Berlevåg
church. This was toward a new pipe organ
commission which has subsequently
been supported by Arts Council Ireland.
Considerable filming was done in the stunning
topologies of the surrounding plateau
and coastline towards further elements of
this new work in full Arctic conditions.
Two additional residencies were secured.
One while en route to Berlevåg while
traveling through the Lofoten & Vesterålen
archipelagos off Norway’s northwestern
Arctic coast. As a result, after Berlevåg,
thanks to Nyksund Kooperativet’s generosity,
November was spent in Nyksund, an
isolated island in Øksnes, Vesterålen.

There extensive access was gained to the pipe
organ in Myre, a nearby fishing village 13kms
away by dirt road, as well as further filming in
the surrounding area. Following this, 700kms
southeast of Nyksund in Swedish Lapland, the
first week of December was spent working at
in Piteå at Studio Acusticum. This was home
to Sweden’s largest concert pipe organ at
the Luleå Tekniske Universtitat plus further
access to a replica 17th Century meantone
pipe organ (featuring 13 keys to some octaves)
in the nearby town of Norrfjärden. During
this residency a guest lecture was given
to PhD students at the University’s music
school and an introduction was received to
the Global Hyperorgan network, of which
Studio Acusticum and Orgelpark are part.
recordedfields.net
Kongsfjordfjellet | Photo: Kat McDowell
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“

‘My first Arctic visit in 2019 for a performance
at Insomnia Festival (Tromsø) proved deeply
inspiring, a strong impression, which led to
new approaches and indirectly to later
moving to an island in South Connemara.
In 2020, selection by Kvitbrakka for
their Sept-Oct 2021 artist-in-residence
programme in Berlevåg – a remote fishing
village in the very north of Arctic Norway
atop the Varanger Peninsula - was the
motivation behind the i-Portunus mobility.

My partner, Kat McDowall, and I decided
to drive the 5000kms, including two
ferries and a total of two weeks on the
road. Driving our very small hatchback
not only reduced our carbon footprint
and allowed us to take all the equipment
we would need for the months away.
The end result of these residencies and
significant shifts in perspective encountered
during our time in the Arctic afforded by
the i-Portunus mobility was considerable
foundational work for the new pipe organ
commission with Richard Thomas Foundation
that will be premiered in 2022 at Orgelpark
Amsterdam and MONOM Sound Berlin.
Furthermore, the extensive pipe organ
archive developed during the time working
in the Arctic has resulted in a further
commission for a live soundtrack as part
of a dance performance at Sophiensaele
Berlin also in 2022. The residencies have
opened new doors, including musical,
creative and academic opportunities in
a remarkably fertile yet remote area.’

Nyksund Kooperativet front door, Day 1
Photo: Robert Curgenven

Mobility Award Recipient/s
Robert Curgenven
Artform/Arts Practice
Music
Funding Strand
i-Portunus Mobility Award
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“

‘The mobility/residence award came in the
second year amidst the COVID pandemic
and, despite some apprehension, provided
a welcome opportunity to travel and
reconnect with the team and institution
to which I have devoted a considerable
time during my PhD research.
Unlike the typical experience of an architectural
practitioner who takes a brief, designs,
helps deliver, takes pictures and moves on,
I was enabled by the grant to present the
essence of my completed dissertation and
verify my findings. I had the privilege and the
benefit of working with a witty and interested
pairs of critical eyes(s) and sharp minds.

FA Terrible Beauty Hangs On (Pastel painting, inspired by a damaged façade
fragment at HMBiH, November 2021) © Selma Harrington

MUSEUM SPACE:
Past, Present,
Future Tense

The residence project followed on the
previous PhD research by the Author, titled
OTHER MODERNISM: Underpinning the
Case of the History Museum of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Harrington 2020). It was
designed as an action research conducted
through workshops with the Museum Staff,
with visual observations, survey and report
on the condition of the building work. The
project is a part of an on-going campaign for
renovations of the historic Modernist building
and space designed in the 1960s which
has been negatively impacted by the war in
1990s and the subsequent systemic neglect.

The small team huddled together in the only
heated and renovated room arranged for
visits while the Museum’s director observed
that mine was the first publication with the
institution’s name in the title. Otherwise, it
was obvious that the renovation of the
Museum’s building is still a burning issue. But
the Staff’s resilience made me also think
that the public building of this kind is much
more than the structure or shape made of
steel, glass and concrete. It is a purpose and
declaration of intent, a statement of survival
and will to exist… My bound dissertation
copy was left for the Museum’s library as a
heavy block of supporting evidence calling
for a serious and immediate action. Things are
tough, will somebody please listen and act?’

Mobility Award Recipient/s
Selma Harrington
Artform/Arts Practice
Architecture
Funding Strand
i-Portunus Mobility Award

History Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Sarajevo, June 2022 | Photo: Selma Harrington

europeanmemories.net/magazine/
the-history-museum-of-bosniaand-herzegovina-in-sarajevo/
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MIRAGE
(Zdorovetska / Delbecq)
International collaboration between
Ukrainian/Irish vocalist and composer Olesya
Zdorovetska and French pianist Benoît Delbecq.
zdorovetska.com
delbecq.net

“

‘We had a very fruitful time with
Benoît rehearsing and documenting
our new body of work 'Mirage' for
piano and voice at the Bureau
de Son coop studio in Paris.
It was great to get this essential
mobility support providing the
necessary resources for the final
stage of our project implementation.

Mobility Award Recipient/s
Olesya Zdorovetska
Artform/Arts Practice
Music – Jazz
Funding Strand
i-Portunus Mobility Award

One of the most important outcomes
for me was also development of
my performance praxis through
working in person with experienced
collaborator. It certainly facilitated
my integration into the European jazz
scene which is very important for me
at this current stage of my career.’

© Mirage (Zdorovetska / Delbecq)
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© Mirage Paris (Zdorovetska / Delbecq)
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EU Prizes
Each year the European Commission supports
various actions, initiatives and prizes to reward
achievement, excellence and raise awareness
of Europe’s spectacular heritage and culture.

70
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Music Moves Europe
The Music Moves Europe Talent Awards
are co-funded by Creative Europe, the EU
funding programme for the culture and
audiovisual sectors, and are implemented
in close cooperation with the European
Commission. The awards are organized by
ESNS and Reeperbahn Festival, in partnership
with Yourope, Independent Music Companies
Association (IMPALA), International Music
Managers Forum (IMMF), Liveurope, Live DMA,
European Music Exporters Exchange (EMEE),
Digital Music Europe (DME) and media partner
European Broadcasting Union (EBU) who all
contribute to the prize package inclusive to
the awards.

European Prize for Literature
The European Union Prize for Literature,
supported by the Creative Europe, is an annual
initiative recognising the best emerging
fiction writers in Europe. The EUPL aims to put
the spotlight on the creativity and diverse
wealth of Europe’s contemporary literature
in the field of fiction, promote the circulation
of literature within Europe and encourage
greater interest in non-national literary works.
The 2020 EUPL Anthology called ‘European
Stories’ presents the 13 EUPL laureates and
excerpts from their winning books in their
original languages and translated into English.

In 2020, Irish band Fontaines D.C were
of the 16 nominees for the Music
Moves Europe talent awards.

Fontaines D.C, Music Moves Europe nominees 2020
14 Henrietta Street, Mrs Dowling's Flat | Image: Daniel Keane

EU Prizes 2020
Along with the direct funding offered
through the Culture strand, the European
Commission also funds support measures
for Special Actions. These actions are
designed to raise awareness of Europe’s
culture and heritage sectors by rewarding
achievement and highlighting excellence.

European Museum of The Year 2020 Awards
14 Henrietta Street won the prestigious
Silletto Award. The Silletto Prize is sponsored
by the Silletto Foundation and is awarded
to museums which excel at engaging with
their communities. The prize is awarded to a
museum which has demonstrated excellence
in involving its local community in planning and
developing museum and heritage projects.
EU Prize for Contemporary
Architecture / EUMies Award
The European Union Prize for Contemporary
Architecture | Mies van der Rohe Award
(EUmies Awards), founded in 1988 in Barcelona
by Fundació Mies van der Rohe and the
European Union’s programme to support the
cultural and creative sectors, are biennial
awards recognizing excellence in built
works of architecture in Europe and, every
other year, final diploma works by recently
graduated architects. The awards did not
take place in 2020 and 2021 due to Covid.
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Getting Started

Applying For Creative Europe Funding
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If the work of your organisation is aligned
with some of the Creative Europe objectives
and this is a good time for you then you
could look further into how to get started
and progress to making an application. Here
are some further steps to get you there:
– Research and develop your project and what
Creative Europe priorities interests you.

Applying For Creative
Europe Funding
It is important to take some initial steps
in order to establish whether this is
the right funding opportunity for your
organisation and project. For instance
you might look at the following:
– Do your current activities fit within the
objectives of Creative Europe funding?

– Become a member of European Network
– (see list of Networks page 54)
– Develop a project that builds
on your organisations or your
own personal strengths.
– Partner Search – deepen existing
relationships and search out new ones.
– Get to know how your project will deliver
impact locally and internationally.

– What are your long-term plans?

– To what extent is the project complementary
to cultural actions implemented at
national, regional or local level?

– Talk with the Board and Director of the
organisation about the opportunity.

– Have a realistic budget and a project
that makes sense for your capacity.

– Assess your organisational capacity.

– Attend application workshops and events
about other Creative Europe projects.

– Talk with national funders.
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Tips for Individual Artists
and Cultural Practitioners
While the majority of applications for the
Culture Sub-programme are from organisations
for the cooperation projects strand, there
is a commitment to the individual artist. The
European Commission is committed to artist
mobility and career opportunities for artists
via its funding strands. The i-Portunus Mobility
grant will continue as a permanent funding
strand for artists and practitioners but led
by a new consortium of cultural partners.
Creative Europe supported projects act
as mini-funding hubs for artists with open
calls for mobility grants, residencies,
commissions and opportunities for
professional development. Work at developing
relationships with organisations, local
arts offices, the Arts Council, third levels
and artist resource organisations. Look at
other EU funding programmes for example
Erasmus+, Europe for Citizens, European
Cultural Fund. We suggest that you sign up
to our Newsletter and follow recently funded
projects in the area of your practice.

GETTING STARTED
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Statistics
European Support to Cooperation
Projects 2014 — 2020
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Statistics
Creative Europe Culture
results for Ireland 2020
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The main novelties of the programme will be:
– Stronger emphasis on transnational
creation and on innovation
– Easier access to funding through higher
co-financing rates (greater contribution
levels from Creative Europe for projects)

Creative Europe
(2021 — 2027)
The Creative Europe programme 2021 – 2027
has a budget of €2.44 billion, almost double the
budget of the previous programme. Creative
Europe invests in actions that reinforce cultural
diversity and respond to the needs and
challenges of the cultural and creative sectors.
The main objectives of the new
Creative Europe programme are to:
– Safeguard, develop and promote European
cultural and linguistic diversity and heritage;
– Increase the competitiveness and economic
potential of the cultural and creative
sectors, in particular the audiovisual sector.
The novelties of the 2021 – 2027 programme
will contribute to the recovery of these
sectors, reinforcing their efforts to
become more inclusive, more digital and
environmentally more sustainable.
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– Emphasis on supporting EUlevel cooperation to make the
European audiovisual sector
more globally competitive;
– Mobility scheme for artists
and professionals;
– Actions that target the needs of
specific creative sectors, such as music,
architecture, and cultural heritage.
You can find more information on the Creative
Europe 2021 – 2027 programme and strands on
the European Commission website here:
culture.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe
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